We develop the theory of electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometers built from quantum Hall edge states at Landau level filling factor ν = 2, which have been investigated in a series of recent experiments and theoretical studies. We show that a detailed treatment of dephasing and non-equlibrium transport is made possible by using bosonization combined with refermionization to study a model in which interactions between electrons are short-range. In particular, this approach allows a non-perturbative treatment of electron tunneling at the quantum point contacts that act as beam-splitters. We find an exact analytic expression at arbitrary tunneling strength for the differential conductance of an interferometer with arms of equal length, and obtain numerically exact results for an interferometer with unequal arms. We compare these results with previous perturbative and approximate ones, and with observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) built from quantum Hall edge states have attracted a great deal of recent interest, particularly because it has been found that they show striking non-equilibrium behaviour. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In these mesoscopic devices, quantum Hall (QH) edge states form the arms of an interferometer, joined at two points by quantum point contacts (QPCs) that serve as beam-splitters. AharonovBohm (AB) oscillations in the differential conductance of the device are observed 1 as either the applied magnetic field or the length of one of the interferometer arms is varied. Effects out of equilibrium are probed by studying the visibility of AB oscillations as a function of bias voltage: remarkably, the visibility does not decrease monotonically with bias, but rather shows a sequence of 'lobes' separated by zeros or deep minima. 2 While theoretical work 14 investigating decoherence in electronic MZIs predates these experiments, the problem of understanding the origin of the observed lobe pattern has provided a fresh focus for such efforts. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Starting from a description of edge states as one-dimensional interacting chiral conductors, 23, 24 two main alternatives have emerged. One 17 is that the phenomenon is specific to Landau level filling factor ν = 2, and arises because in this case there are two types of collective modes 24 with different velocities. The other, [19] [20] [21] worked out for ν = 1, is that the phenomenon is due to multiparticle interference effects and requires finite-range, rather than contact interactions. In this paper we set out an approach that yields exact results for a model of an MZI at ν = 2 with contact interactions and arbitrary QPC tunneling probabilities, offering a test of previous perturbative 17 and approximate 22 calculations. Our approach circumvents a serious technical obstacle in the study of QH edge states coupled by QPCs, which is that interactions are most easily handled using bosonization, 25, 26 but this transformation converts the tunneling Hamiltonian from a one-body operator in fermionic coordinates to a nonlinear (cosine) form in bosonic coordinates. Weak tunneling (or tunneling probability close to one) can then be treated perturbatively, [15] [16] [17] but additional ideas are necessary in order to study the situation realised in most experiments, with tunneling probabilities close to one half. Two ways around this difficulty have been discussed previously. One 21 provides numerically exact results, but for simplified models in which electrons interact only when they are inside the interferometer. The other 22 can be applied to a general model of electron interactions, but has so far been implemented within an approximation scheme. The complementary route we describe here combines bosonization with refermionisation 27, 28 to arrive (for the simplest case of equal-length interferometer arms) at a transformed set of fermion creation and annihilation operators, in terms of which the full MZI Hamiltonian is quadratic. Similar methods were used recently by two of us 29 to treat the related problem 30, 31 of equilibration in a QH edge state, downstream from a single biased QPC.
Our main result is that there are important differences between the behaviour of a model for an MZI at ν = 2 with only contact interactions and what has been observed experimentally. Some of these differences are already apparent in behaviour at weak tunneling, computed in Ref. 17 . In particular for an interferometer with arms of equal length, which is the intended situation in most experiments, the visibility of interference fringes is not suppressed at large bias voltage. One might have hoped that the differences would be reduced or removed outside the weak-tunneling limit, but we show this is not the case. We conclude that, while models with contact interactions show oscillations of fringe visibility with bias voltage, they are not sufficient even outside the weak tunnelling limit to explain the envelope of the observed 'lobe pattern'; instead allowance must be made for an additional ingredient (see Ref. 17 for some possibilities). We note, in contrast, that both oscillations and a decaying envelope can arise from finite-range interactions, as discussed in Refs. [19] [20] [21] [22] .
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section II we define the model we study for the electronic MZI, and in Section III we set out the bosonization and refermionisation transformations that we use. We give analytical results for interferometers with arms of equal length in Section IV, and describe our approach to interferometers with arms of different lengths in Section V, presenting numerical results for this case in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII we discuss our results in relation to past theoretical work and experimental observations. The numerical procedure used in evaluating the correlators is outlined in Appendix A, and some comparisons with perturbation theory are given in Appendix B.
II. THE MODEL
We consider the model of an electronic Mach-Zehnder interferometer that is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The MZI operates in the ν = 2 QH regime and is constructed from two quantum Hall edges labelled by an index η = 1, 2. Each of these edges carries two chiral electron channels with spin labels s =↑, ↓. Two quantum point contacts a and b, with positions separated by distance d 1 on the edge 1 and d 2 on edge 2, induce electron tunnelling between channels 1↓ and 2↓. Two other channels, 1↑ and 2↑, are coupled to the rest of the system via contact interactions. This model was studied using a perturbative treatment of tunnelling in Ref. 17 , and approximately for general tunnelling probabilities in Ref. 22 .
The HamiltonianĤ of the model can be written aŝ
whereĤ 0 represents the separate edges andĤ tun describes the tunnelling contacts. Defining fermionic fieldsψ † ηs (x) that create an electron at position x of the channel ηs, with standard anticommutation relations
and introducing electron density operatorŝ
the edge Hamiltonian (as originally proposed by Wen 24 ) iŝ
Here, g is the strength of short-range interactions between electrons with different spins on the same edge, and shortrange intra-channel interactions have been absorbed into the definition of the Fermi velocity v f . The tunnelling Hamilto-
tun is characterised by the tunneling strengths v a,b and has the contributionŝ
where φ AB = β − α is the Aharonov-Bohm phase due to flux enclosed by the MZI. A finite bias voltage is modelled by taking sources for different edge channels to have chemical potentials eV and 0 respectively. Two alternative bias schemes have been studied experimentally. In the first, which we refer to as singlechannel bias (SCB), only the channel 1↓ is at non-zero chemical potential, as in experiments of Ref. 2. In the second, which we refer to as two-channel bias (TCB), both channels 1↑,1↓ are at the same non-zero chemical potential, as in the experiments of Ref. 12 . In calculations we establish a steady state for the interferometer by using the HamiltonianĤ to time-evolve from the distant past an initial state |I that is the ground state (or, at finite temperature, thermal equilibrium state) ofĤ 0 with the specified chemical potentials in each channel.
The edge HamiltonianĤ 0 has a simple quadratic form after bosonization and the difficulties in computing time evolution arise fromĤ tun . For this it is convenient to use the interaction representation, taking the tunnelling HamiltonianĤ tun as an "interaction" following Ref. 16 . The time dependence of operators in this representation, which we distinguish from the Schrödinger ones using an explicit time argument, iŝ
Similarly, evolution of the initial state from the distant past to time t is induced by the operator
To obtain an expression for the current through the interferometer, we recall that the time-dependence of the total density on edge 2 is given (for
Using the continuity equation we can therefore take the current operator to bê where x 1 < 0 is any point before the MZI, x 2 > d 2 is any point after the MZI, and e is the electron charge. This definition is more convenient in our approach that the commonlyused alternative in terms of the rate of change of electron number on an edge. The steady-state current is then
where the bias voltage V enters through the definition of |I . An important characteristic of electronic MZIs which quantifies the coherence and is measured in experiments, is the visibility of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations. It can be expressed in terms of the differential conductance
as the ratio
Here G max/ min is the maximum/minimum of the differential conductance as a function of AB-phase at a fixed bias voltage. Our main aim in this paper is to calculate the visibility at arbitrary bias voltage and QPC tunnelling strengths for the model of Eq. (1).
III. TRANSFORMATIONS
We use a sequence of transformations to calculate the current in the model for an MZI defined in the previous section. Our approach (building on earlier work 21, 29 by two of us) combines a treatment of interactions using bosonization with a fermionic description of the tunneling at QPCs, and can be separated into three steps.
First, we bring the HamiltonianĤ 0 into quadratic form in a standard way using bosonization. Second, the resulting expression is diagonalised by a unitary rotation of bosonic fields, where interactions result in appearance of two different plasmon velocities. Third, we refermionize the full HamiltonianĤ by inroducing new Klein factors. With our choice of refermionization transformation, the tunnelling termĤ a tun at contact a retains its noninteracting form, whileĤ b tun acquires an additional phase factor, which can be written in terms of electron counting operators. Interestingly, in the case of an interferometer with equal arm lengths (d 1 = d 2 ) this phase factor vanishes, and the interacting problem reduces to a noninteracting one, allowing an elementary analytical treatment. For an interferometer with unequal arm lengths (d 1 = d 2 ) we derive an expression for the current in a form suitable for a simple and efficient numerical evaluation, and we present the details of this approach together with the results. These results are for zero temperature, but the expression for current through the MZI that we give here are general and can be used to study the finite temperature case.
A. Bosonization
We start by introducing briefly notation for the bosonization procedure that we use (see Refs. 25, 26 and 21 for more details). We consider initially edges of finite length L, so that momentum q is quantized as q = 2πn/L, n ∈ Z, then take L to infinity. Fermionic fieldsψ ηs (x) are expressed in terms of bosonic fieldsφ ηs (x) via the bosonization identitŷ
where we have introduced Klein factorsF ηs , particle number operatorsN ηs and a short-distance cutoff a. Electron density operators are expressed in terms of the bosonic field aŝ
Bosonic fields have the mode expansion
whereb † ηs (q) is a boson creation operator with momentum q, obeying standard commutation relations
From Eqs. (16) and (17) the commutation relations for thê φ ηs (x) operators are
The mode expansion for the fermonic operator iŝ
and bosonic operators can be expressed in terms of fermions via the operator identitŷ
The Klein factors, which add or remove electrons on a given channel, have the commutation relations
Using this bosonization prescription, we express the edgestate HamiltonianĤ 0 aŝ
Similarly we represent the tunnelling Hamiltonian in terms of new bosonic fields, obtaining for contact a
and for contact b
Here we have kept the finite contribution to the phase arising from the particle number operators and neglected terms of higher order in 1/L, which vanish in the thermodynamic limit.
B. Diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian
The edge-state HamiltonianĤ 0 given in Eq. (22) is quadratic and can be diagonalized 24, 29 by a unitary rotation of the bosonic fields
with the rotation matrix
The transformation preserves bosonic commutation relations
Particle number operatorsN ηs transform in the same way as bosonic fields, and we use the subscript values pσ = A ± , S ± to distinguish the new operators from the old ones.
In terms of the new operators, we obtain
where we have introduced the velocities
The Hamiltonian of Eq. (28) describes four plasmon modes, two propagating with velocity v + and two with v − . The final term of Eq. (28) is a constant of motion ofĤ and we omit it in the following.
C. Refermionization
We refermionize the HamiltonianĤ by introducing new fermionic fields, expressed in terms of the four new species of bosonsχ pσ (x), new Klein factorsF pσ and particle number operatorsN pσ (again employing the subscript values pσ = A ± , S ± to identify the new operators). The bosonization identity for the new fields iŝ
Note that for convenience we normalise to unit current, with
The new fermion operators have the mode expansion
whereâ pσ (ε) obeys
The edge-state Hamiltonian now assumes the simple form
(34) From Eqns. (7) and (34) we obtain an expression for the fermionic fields in the interaction representation
The new Klein factors that enter Eq. (30) can be related to the old ones by comparing changes inN ηs andN pσ generated by Klein factors in the old and new bases, as described in Refs. 28 and 29. An important technical point follows from the fact that a unit change in a singleN pσ in the new basis is equivalent to changes of one half in twoN ηs 's in the old basis. The gluing conditions necessary to relate the two Fock spaces have been discussed carefully in Ref. 28 : in summary, one requires
where P = 0, 1, according to the parity of the total number of electrons. All states in the original fermion basis can be represented by states in the transformed basis that satisfy these conditions. Conversely, states in the new fermion basis that do not satisfy these conditions are unphysical. Naturally,Ĥ tun has no non-zero matrix elements linking the physical and unphysical sectors. Similarly, only bi-linears and not single Klein factors can be transformed between bases: the expressionŝ
follow directly from the form of the transformation U . We use these to transform the combination of Klein factors that enters the tunnelling Hamiltonian, findinĝ
This gives an expression for the tunnelling Hamiltonian at contact a in terms of the new Klein factorŝ
(39) The crucial property of the transformation of Eq. (26) is that it preserves the form of the tunnelling Hamiltonian at contact a, in the sense that ±iχ A± appears in the exponent with unit coefficient. That makes it possible to use Eq. (30) together with Eq. (39) to obtain the tunnelling Hamiltonian in terms of new fermions, aŝ
where we have introduced renormalised tunnelling strengths
The phase operatorQ is given bŷ
Here density operatorsρ pσ (x) are defined in terms of the bosonic fieldsχ pσ (x) by analogy with Eq. (15). Eq. (44) shows thatN pσ counts the number of particles passing the QPC a during the time window
To find how an applied bias voltage is described in terms of the new fermions, note that the chemical potentials in each channel enter the grand canonical distribution in the combination ηs µ ηsNηs . The transformation betweenN ηs andN pσ therefore implies that
which leads to the results shown in Table 1 . It is also interesting to consider explicitly how an initial state |I appears in the two bases. In the vacuum for the system without tunnelling, in which all four channels are at zero chemical potential, all single particle eigenstates are filled with electrons from momentum −∞ up to zero. Klein factors act on this Fermi sea by adding or removing particles. Consider as an example the case of two-channel bias, for which the initial state has equal chemical potentials in both spin channels. To reach this initial state from the vacuum we need to add equal numbers of electrons to each of the channels 1↓ and 1↑, which is achieved by acting repeatedly with the product of Klein factorsF
S+ , this state is also one with equal, non-zero particle number in channels A + and S + and zero particle number in the other channels.
A final step is to re-write the current operator, Eq. (10), in terms of the new operators, aŝ
Equations (34), (40) and (41) represent the central result of this paper. They give an exact mapping of the initial interacting problem to the one where the interaction effects have been absorbed into the phase shifts for electrons scattering at the QPC b. We note that although the channels S ± are not coupled by tunnelling, they generate contributions to the phase operators. In the special case of an interferometer with equal arm lengths the phase operatorQ vanishes and the full HamiltonianĤ =Ĥ 0 +Ĥ tun acquires the form for an MZI without interactions but with edges having two different Fermi velocities, v + and v − .
IV. INTERFEROMETER WITH EQUAL ARM LENGTHS
We first discuss the behaviour of the interferometer in the special case of equal arm lengths, for which it is possible to obtain complete analytical results in a straightforward way.
tun retains a noninteracting form after refermionization. By an elementary calculation, scattering between the channels A + and A − at contact a is described by the S-matrix
where the transmission and reflection amplitudes are t a = sin(ṽ a / ) and r a = cos(ṽ a / ). The simplification for an MZI with equal arm lengths is that scattering at QPC b is represented in the same basis by an equivalent matrix S b .
To calculate current and hence visibility, consider a fermion incident on the interferometer in channel A + and exiting in the same channel. Two paths contribute to this process, with quantum-mechanical amplitudes A (i) and A (ii) as shown in Fig. 2 . The amplitudes include distinct phase shifts for each path: the phase difference encodes interaction effects and is inversely proportional to We use the form of the current operator given in Eq. (46). At an energy for which particles are incident in the channel A + but not in A − , the occupation probability of outgoing states in A + is
We hence obtain for the current
where the integral is taken from the chemical potential in channel A − to that in A + . Defining the tunnelling and reflection probabilities T a,b = t 
Under single-channel bias the energy window for integration is from Table I (−eV /2, eV /2). We find for the incoherent contribution
and for the contribution sensitive to the phase φ AB
(50) From these equations we obtain the conductance
where φ V = eV d/ v eff is a voltage dependent phase shift which appears as a result of interactions. From Eq. (51) we find the visibility under single-channel bias
where V 0 is the visibility of a noninteracting two-paths MZI with a single biased channel
We see that, with this bias arrangement, interactions generate an oscillatory behavior of the visibility as a function of bias voltage with the period inversely proportional to the interferometer arm length. This period diverges together with v eff in the noninteracting limit. Similar behavior was found for an MZI with equal arm lengths using perturbation theory at small tunnelling in Ref. 17 and from an approximate theory in Ref. 22 . We stress that the result (52) we obtain is in fact an exact feature of the model. Under two-channel bias the energy window for integration is (0, eV ) and we obtain for the coherent contribution to the current
and for the conductance
In this expression the voltage dependent phase shifts enter the oscillating term in a sum with the AB-phase. Because the visibility is defined as the ratio of the maximum and the minimum of conductance at finite bias voltage, the phase φ V does not affect the visibility and the latter is constant and independent of voltage
To summarize this section, we have obtained exact results for the visibility and the phase of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in the conductance of an electronic MZI with equal arm lengths at ν = 2. The dependence of visibility on bias is different according to whether bias voltage is applied to one channel or to both channels on the same edge. In the first case we obtain oscillations of visibility with a period that is inversely proportional to the arm length; in the second case the visibility is bias-independent. In neither case is there a decay of visibility with increasing voltage, as found experimentally. This demonstrates that a model with only short-range interactions is insufficient to explain observations.
V. MZI WITH UNEQUAL ARM LENGTHS: THEORY
For an MZI with unequal arm lengths the tunnelling Hamiltonian Eq. (40) has a contribution from the phase operatorQ, and the simple treatment of Sec. IV no longer applies. However, as we now show, one can still derive an expression for the expectation value of the current operator that is amenable to a precise numerical evaluation.
Under the approach outlined in Sec. II, we require an expression for the S-matrix of Eq. (8) . Because the full S-matrix factorizes into a product of separate Smatrices for each contact, witĥ
and similarly forŜ b (t, −∞). Here the usual time-ordering can be omitted sinceĤ a (τ ) commutes with itself at different τ . This factorization allows us to study the effect of the transformations due to QPCs a and b on fermion operators separately for each contact.
Consider first QPC a, described byĤ a tun , given after refermionization in Eq. (40). We wish to evaluatê
for t = 0 and x > 0. Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula and writingŜ a ≡Ŝ a (0, −∞) we obtain
where τ ± = −x/v ± . Next consider QPC b. To compute the effect ofŜ b (t, −∞) we first use an alternative refermionization scheme, chosen so thatĤ 
where p = A and p = S or vice-versa.
The current operator in terms of the b-densities is simplŷ
(62) and the next step is to find the transformation induced bŷ S b (0, −∞) ≡Ŝ b on the quantities that enter the current operator. To do this, we express the densities in terms of normalordered fermion fields in the standard fashion, as
where normal ordering * * ... * * is defined with respect to the vacuum state |0 , which obeyŝ
The transformation can then be derived using the equivalent of Eq. (58) for b fermions, and we obtain for x > 0
The terms on the middle line of Eq. (64) give the incoherent (or AB phase-independent) contribution I 0 to the steady-state current I(V ) while those in the final line make the coherent contribution I AB .
To complete the evaluation of the steady-state current, we return to the operatorsΨ pσ (x) using the transformation of Eq. (61). In this way we find
Similarly we obtain for the coherent contribution
(67) These constitute the required expressions for the current through the MZI. As we show in the following sections, they are suitable for numerical evaluation. They would also provide the starting point for an approximate analytical treatment, although we do not explore that direction here.
VI. BEHAVIOUR WITH UNEQUAL ARM LENGTHS
There are two aspects to the behaviour of an MZI with contact interactions and equal arm lengths that are strikingly different from what one might expect in more general models: first, there is no suppression of the visibility of interference fringes in the differential conductance at high bias voltage; and second, with two-channel bias, visibility is completely independent of bias. Both these aspects change when arm lengths are unequal. In this section we discuss the physical reasons for these changes and present detailed numerical results. 
that contribute to fluctuations ofQ, while in the opposite case γ > 1 it is the intervals (
The scale for the bias voltage at which interference is suppressed is the one at which the fluctuations in particle number within an energy window eV and on the given intervals are O(1). If T a ∼ 1/2, this scale is V ∼ ε ± /e, where for γ > 1 the relevant energy is
(68) and for γ < 1 it is
As expected, this voltage scale diverges both in the noninteracting limit and for equal arm lengths. A related argument can be used to understand why, for twochannel bias, oscillations in visibility occur only with arms of unequal length. In this case the relevant feature is the biasdependence of the average value ofQ, rather than its fluctuations. For two-channel bias we find
The effect of this bias-dependent phase can be modelled by including it in the integrand of Eq. (54), making the replacement
It has oscillations as a function of bias, with an amplitude that vanishes for equal arm lengths.
B. Numerical results
In this section we present numerically exact results for the visibility and phase of interference fringes in the differential conductance of a MZI, obtained by evaluating Eq. (67) using the methods outlined in Appendix A. 
Interferometer with single channel bias
The dependence of interference on difference in arm lengths and on interaction strength is shown for an MZI with single-channel bias and T a = T b = 1/2 in Fig. 3 . For d 2 = d 1 the visibility oscillates with constant amplitude as a function of bias voltage, following Eq. (52), and the phase of AB-fringes shows exact steps of height π at the zeros of visibility. The energy scale of oscillations is ε d = v eff /d and diverges in the non-interacting limit. For d 1 = d 2 the visibility develops a decaying envelope on the energy scale ε + or ε − (depending on the value of γ), minima in visibility are no longer exact zeros, and the steps in the phase as a function of bias are smooth.
Variations with the tunnelling probability T a are shown in Fig. 4 . When the QPC a is tuned away from the halftransparency, the visibility and the phase of AB-fringes become irregular functions of bias voltage. Changes in T b alter only the overall scale for the visibility, and not the form of its dependence on bias. 
Inteferometer with two-channel bias
The dependence of interference on difference in arm lengths and on interaction strength is shown for an MZI with two-channel bias and T a = T b = 1/2 in Fig. 5 . For equal arm lengths the visibility is independent of bias and the phase of AB-fringes varies linearly with voltage, following Eq. (55). For d 1 = d 2 the visibility develops small amplitude oscillations and is suppressed at large bias: the voltage period of oscillations is consistent with the value 2π v eff /ed expected from Eq. (71). The variation of phase with voltage is no longer exactly linear but shows no well-defined steps.
Results for several values of T a are displayed in Fig. 6 : oscillations of visibility with bias are irregular but some welldefined minima develop for values far from T a = 1/2.
Suppression of visibility at high bias
From the discussion in Section VI A we expect the voltage scale for the suppression of visibility at high bias to be set by ε ± . Behaviour consistent with this is shown in Fig. 7 : here γ > 1 for all parameter sets, and ε + /e sets a common voltage scale to the envelope for visibility oscillations. We note that for T a = 1/2 this envelope is approximately Gaussian.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss our results in relation to experimental observations and previous theoretical work. To summarise briefly: building on techniques developed in earlier studies 21, 29 we have presented exact analytical and numerical results for the non-equilibrium behaviour of an electronic Mach-Zehender interferometer built from quantum Hall edge states at filling factor ν = 2, using a model with only contact interactions. A key feature of the results is that, for an interferometer with nearly equal arm lengths, two scales are present in the dependence of fringe visibility on bias voltage: oscillations in visibility have the voltage period 2πv eff /ed, with 2πv eff /e|d 1 − d 2 |. A further feature is that oscillations in visibility are much clearer in one bias scheme (single-channel bias) than in an alternative scheme (two-channel bias). Finally, AB fringes show a varying degree of phase rigidity under small changes in bias: for single-channel bias it is perfect when arm lengths are equal, but decreases with increasing |d 1 − d 2 |; for two-channel bias it is absent if arm lengths are equal, and otherwise at most limited.
Some but not all aspects of these results match observations. Most importantly, the originally reported 2 'lobe pattern' is reproduced by calculations for the experimentally appropriate single-channel bias scheme with d 1 = d 2 (see Fig. 3 ). In addition, as previously discussed in the perturbative context, 17 the differences in behaviour between the two bias schemes (compare Ref. 2 with Ref. 12) are matched by differences in calculated behaviour (compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 5 ). On the other hand, as at most a few oscillations of visibility are observed in the lobe pattern, 2,12 the voltage scales for oscillations and for their envelope are not well-separated: since the samples concerned are intended to have almost equal arm lengths, this is at variance with the behaviour of the model we study.
Moreover, intentional changes in the length of an arm appear to have a much smaller effect experimentally 2 than in our calculations.
It is interesting to go beyond these qualitative comparisons and attempt an estimate of the key theoretical parameter, v eff , which characterises interaction strength in our model. This is possible using measurements by Roulleau and collaborators, described in Ref. 9 . The relevant experiment, in the notation of our Fig. 1 , involves applying separate biases to the channels 1 ↑ and 1 ↓, with the other two channels grounded. Specifically, applying a voltage to 1 ↑, this channel acts as a modulation gate, changing the phase of AB oscillations in conductance. From Fig. 5 .17a of Ref. 10 , a bias of 49µV generates a phase shift of 2π in a sample with d 1 = d 2 = 11.3µm. Using the results described in Section IV we obtain from these data the value v eff = 6.7 × 10 4 ms −1 . Remarkably, this is very close to the estimate (v eff = 6.5 × 10 4 ms −1 ) obtained in Ref. 29 from a theoretical fit of an experiment on equilibration of QHE edge states, although in general v eff is expected to vary with sample design and magnetic field strength.
Our results should also be compared with a body of earlier theoretical work, which (apart from the early study of Ref. 15) can be separated into investigations of the effects of long range interactions, 16, [19] [20] [21] [22] and calculations for the model 17, 22 with contact interactions that we have studied here. The initial treatment of this model 17 was perturbative in the tunnelling amplitude at the two QPCs, and so appropriate for T a,b ≪ 1 or 1 − T a,b ≪ 1, while an approximate non-perturbative approach has been described in Ref. 22 . The advance we have presented here is to handle tunnelling exactly. The successes and weaknesses of the perturbative calculations 17 in accounting for observations are similar to the ones we have described above. In particular, the fact that the voltage scale for suppression of AB oscillations is set by the difference in arm lengths, and diverges for d 1 = d 2 appears at the perturbative level. Knowing only the original, leading order result, 17 one might have hoped that contributions higher order in T a would eliminate AB oscillations at large bias for all d 1 − d 2 (as happens when shot noise is introduced using a separate QPC 18 ). The calculations we have described show (in agreement with the approximation of Ref. 22 ) that this is not the case.
An implication of the work we have presented is that one must take account of long range interactions in order to understand in full experiments on non-equilibrium effects in MZIs. Calculations that do include long range interactions [19] [20] [21] successfully reproduce many aspects of the observations, but have been done for ν = 1 while much of the published data are for ν = 2. Approaches such as the one of Ref. 22 that include both long range interactions and the two channels present at ν = 2 are therefore desirable. In this context, the results we have presented provide a testing ground for approximation schemes. Interestingly, the same model for QH edge states that we have studied here, of contact interactions at ν = 2, seems to account more successfully for experiments on relaxation of a non-equilibrium electron distribution 29, 30 than for the behaviour of an MZI with equal length arms. While we have no detailed understanding of this difference, we point out that AB interference is a more sensitive probe of the QH edge than a measurement of the electron distribution. In particular, if as is likely, weak long range interactions are present in addition to contact interactions, they can be expected to suppress interference in a MZI at high bias 16 without much changing 31 the observed relaxation process. In outlook, we hope that it will be possible to extend the techniques we have developed here to treat other phenomena in edge states far from equilibrium.
The matrix M has a similar form to those appearing in the problem of full counting statistics 32 and in nonequilibrium bosonization. 33 We evaluate Eq. (A2) numerically using an energy eigenstate basis for a system of finite length L with the eigenstates on a given channel occupied from the bottom of an energy window up to the corresponding chemical potential. We use at most about 2000 states in each channel.
As a check we present in Fig. 8 
where J 0 (x) is a Bessel function. For general interaction strength and arm lengths one can evaluate Eq. (B1) numerically. We compare the results of these calculations with our results at T a = T b = 1/2 in Fig. 9 , using the same parameters as in Figs. 3 and 5. We note that while the qualitative behaviour is similar for both strong and weak tunnelling, specific features differ greatly, especially at large bias. These differences appear to be much greater than those found in the approximate treatment of finite tunnelling strength 22 (compare our Fig. 3 with Fig. 5 
